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SUMMARY 

I contacted Roger with a couple of follow-up questions concerning his 12/18/11 response to our 
11/2111 telephone call re: application for PETNET's St. Louis cyclotron production license: 

1. 	 Question no. 3: I want to verify the sealed sources that you will need on the license. My 
understanding is that there are only two: Na-22 (E&Z RV-022-200u) and Cs-137 (E&Z Model 
RV-137-200u). 

2. 	 Question no. 7: Describe actions that staff will take if an alarming dosimeter activates. 

3. 	 Question no. 9: Your estimated that dose to the public from effluent release is 7.8 mrem at the 
sidewalk. We assume, therefore, that the dose in the restricted may exceed the 10 mrem 
constraint rule (20.1101 (d». Therefore, we are concerned about the exact area that will be 
restricted and how it will be restricted. Submit a diagram that illustrates the restricted area 
boundary in the garden area. Describe how the area is restricted and how PETNET staff will 
control the area in order to prevent SLU staff, non-occupational workers, members of the 
public, etc., from gaining access to the area. Confirm that PETNET will maintain the area as 
restricted until it receives an amendment to its NRC license authorizing its release for 
unrestricted use. 

Also - How did you choose the parameters you used for running COMPLY. That is, release height = 
4 meters; building height = 3 meters; building width (16 meters); building length (52 meters). Can 
you identify the buildings here?? 

Please e-mail reply as soon as you can. Reference as additional information to Control Number 
318795. 
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